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Abstract

Titanium dioxide exhibits superior photocatalytic properties, mainly occurring in

liquid environments through molecular adsorptions and dissociations at the solid/liquid

interface. The presence of these wet environments is often neglected when performing

ab initio calculations for the interaction between the adsorbed molecules and the TiO2
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surface. In this study we consider two solvents, i.e. water and ethanol, and show that

the proper inclusion of the wet environment in the methodological scheme is fundamen-

tal for obtaining reliable results. Our calculations are based on structure predictions at

a density functional theory level for molecules interacting with the perfect and defective

anatase (1 0 1) surface under both vacuum and wet conditions. A soft-sphere implicit

solvation model is used to describe the polar character of the two solvents. As a result,

we find that surface oxygen vacancies become energetically favorable with respect to

subsurface vacancies at the solid/liquid interface. This aspect is confirmed by ab ini-

tio molecular dynamics simulations with explicit water molecules. Ethanol molecules

are able to strongly passivate these vacancies, whereas water molecules only weakly

interact with the (1 0 1) surface, allowing the coexistence of surface vacancy defects

and adsorbed species. Infrared and photoluminescence spectra of anatase nanoparti-

cles exposing predominantly (1 0 1) surfaces dispersed in water and ethanol support the

predicted molecular-surface interactions, validating the whole computational paradigm.

The combined analysis allows for a better interpretation of TiO2 processes in wet en-

vironments based on improved computational models with implicit solvation features.

1 Introduction

Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has received great attention for its potential role in clean energy

and in carbon-free production of hydrogen.1 Photoassisted water splitting,2 photocataly-

sis,3–5 solar energy conversion6 and photo-electrocatalytic environmental cleanup7 are some

relevant examples. Its anatase phase detains superior oxidation and photocatalytic proper-

ties with respect to the rutile polymorph. Furthermore, due to its lower surface energies it

is more stable for particles below ∼ 14 nm in size,1,8 which are relevant for catalytic appli-

cations. These anatase nanocrystals mainly expose two low index surfaces, i.e. (0 0 1) and

(1 0 1). The anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface (A101) is the most stable and, as a consequence, the

majority surface for nanocrystals, where it occupies more than 94 % of the surface area.9
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Photocatalytic processes take place on TiO2 surfaces, most of such processes in solution

at the solid/liquid interface. In particular, the interaction with water is crucial for numerous

TiO2 technical applications.10,11 Ethanol is also of interest as an alternative fuel to produce

hydrogen12 or as a feedstock for a possible green chemistry.13 Further alcohols serve as model

molecules to rationalize the photocatalytic mechanism on the TiO2 surfaces.

In order to better understand the photocatalytic events on anatase surfaces it is of utmost

importance to comprehend at an atomistic level the interactions of solvent molecules with

ideal or defective surface sites.14–18 Defects play a key role for photocatalytic processes,19,20

whereas both shallow and deep localized trap states can be introduced by crystal defects

into the wide band-gap (3.2 eV) of the anatase polymorph.21 Resolving the atomic structure

of the A101/solvent interface is experimentally challenging.11,16,22 Ab initio simulations are

particularly valuable in this context, allowing for the accurate modeling of these systems as

a function of varying external conditions.23 In fact, Density Functional Theory (DFT) has

become the main workhorse for atomistic simulations, providing a high predictive power for

structural properties in materials science at an affordable computational cost.

However, previous studies of water and ethanol adsorption on the anatase A101 surface

have been performed in gas-phase conditions, mostly combined with Scanning Tunneling

Microscopy (STM) measurements.10,24–27 It is important to go beyond gas-phase-like first-

principle simulations and to include the effects of a wet environment in order to rationalize

the interactions and processes at the solid/liquid interface. It is also important to fully ex-

plore the configurational space of the molecule/surface system in the actual wet environment.

A straightforward approach is to include explicitly all solvent molecules, and treat them at

the same level of quantum theory as the solvated system. This explicit inclusion should in

principle be the most accurate to account for solvent effects, albeit fully explicit ab initio

approaches result in well-known limitations in describing a liquid environment like water,

in particular regarding its structural and dielectric properties.28–31 Another limiting factor

for the explicit treatment is the inefficient sampling of the configurational space, where the
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global search gives back many different configurations of the solvent molecules for identical

solvated structures. These detrimental drawbacks hinder the application of powerful struc-

ture prediction algorithms to systems immersed in wet environments. The alternative is an

implicit description of the solvent effects, while still treating the other parts of the system

explicitly at an atomic level.

We include the solvent effects into the DFT calculations by means of the soft-sphere

continuum solvation model.32–34 The implicit way for structure predictions is appealing since

the number of degrees of freedom does not vary with respect to the corresponding gas-phase

simulation. To explore the molecule/surface configurational space and the various adsorption

mechanisms at the A101/solvent interface, we couple the Minima Hopping (MH) structure

prediction method35 with the soft-sphere model.

Our proposed paradigm sheds light on the interaction of both water and ethanol at

the A101 solid/liquid interface. The implicit approach correctly reproduces surface atomic

displacements extracted from previous experimental Surface X-Ray Diffraction (SXRD) mea-

surements and DFT calculations with explicit solvent molecules.16 The stability of oxygen

vacancy defects lying at surface sites is strongly affected by the wet environment and the

polar character of the solvent. Ab initio Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations with explicit

water molecules support the vacancy energetics. We found that while ethanol molecules are

able to passivate surface oxygen vacancies at the solid/liquid TiO2 (1 0 1) interface, water

molecules only weakly interact with this surface.

We validate our computational approach by Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) and Pho-

toluminescence (PL) spectra of anatase TiO2 nanoparticles exposing predominantly (1 0 1)

surfaces on water and ethanol solvents. Infrared spectra give direct access to chemical bonds

and reactions taking place at surface sites. Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a sensitive

tool for probing surface reactions and molecular adsorption in photocatalytic materials, since

radiative recombination takes place in a tiny region (few tenths of nanometers wide) below

the photocatalytic surface. Furthermore, the investigation of the PL mechanism can deliver
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fundamental information, for example, on the photocatalytic properties of surfaces. The

high surface area to volume ratio of nanometer-sized particles allows to highlight the con-

tribution of surface chemistry, its interface with a solvent, and the role of surface defects.

As a consequence, TiO2 nanoparticles represent a valuable system for exploring properties

and interactions at solid/liquid interfaces. The influence of different contacting fluids with

different dielectric constants provide insight in the local atomistic interactions at solid/liquid

interfaces as a function of the solvent polarity. Our reported IR and PL measurements on

anatase TiO2 nanoparticles confirm the structural predictions for the solvated (1 0 1) anatase

surface.

2 Methods

The Kohn-Sham density functional theory has been employed within the BigDFT pack-

age,36,37 using wavelets as basis functions. Wavelets are a fully systematic and localized

basis set. As such they combine the advantages of Gaussian and plane wave basis sets.

Thanks to their adaptivity, wavelets offer a much better speed and lower memory require-

ments than plane waves for free boundary conditions. BigDFT uses an adaptive mesh of grid

points carrying wavelets and/or scaling functions to create three regions of accuracy: a high

resolution is used in regions where the chemical bonding takes place. In the tail regions of

the wave functions, where they smoothly decay to zero, a lower resolution is used. Finally,

in regions where the wave functions are smaller than a very small value no grid points are

used. Compared to plane waves this corresponds to plane waves with a four times higher

cutoff energy. Thanks to the integrated Poisson solver based on a Green function formalism,

periodic systems, surfaces and isolated systems can be simulated with the proper bound-

ary conditions (BC). It is worth noting that solutes plunged in a solvent or at solid/liquid

interfaces always request nonperiodic BCs. Surface boundary conditions impose periodic

boundary conditions at the surface plane and free boundary conditions in the direction or-
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thogonal to the surface. Surface BC delivers the exact solution of the DFT problem, free of

spurious interactions between the periodic images in the direction orthogonal to the surface

which are present for full periodic BC like in plane wave approaches. We used surface BC

for all calculations on our slab models.

Complex wet environments have been included by means of the soft-sphere implicit sol-

vation model introduced in Refs. [ 32–34]. Soft norm-conserving pseudo-potentials including

non-linear core corrections38,39 along with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional were used

to describe the core electrons and exchange-correlation as implemented in the Libxc40 library.

To make energetic comparisons, we performed all runs with equivalent parameter settings

and convergence criteria. All structures were relaxed using the Hellman-Feynman scheme

until forces were less than 5.0 meV/Å.

The minima hopping method35 was employed to sample low energy molecule-surface

configurations by systematically exploring the potential energy surface both in vacuum and

with the inclusion of implicit solvents. Within MH, consecutive short molecular dynamics

simulations are performed to escape from the local minima, followed by local geometry opti-

mizations to efficiently sample the energy landscape. All structural searches were performed

directly at the DFT level by coupling the MH with the BigDFT package. MH was success-

fully applied in similar applications to predict reconstructions of fluorite surfaces in vacuum

and aqueous environments,41 as well as the molecular doping of the silicon (111) surface.42

The lattice parameters of the conventional anatase cell were optimized using a 4×4×2

k-point Monkhorst-Pack grid until the pressure converged within 0.05 kbar, obtaining a cell

with lattice constants a = 3.79 Å and b = 9.71 Å. The experimental lattice constants are

a = 3.79 Å and b = 9.625 Å.43 The anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface was modeled with six

trilayers of a 4×1 supercell (288 atoms in total), starting from the optimized bulk lattice

parameters with periodic dimensions of 15.18 Å and 10.43 Å. Atoms at the bottom (non-

hydrated) trilayer of the slab were fixed at their bulk coordinates to emulate bulk behaviour.

Fig. 1 shows the first two trilayers of the A101 surface. The A101 surface shows a saw-
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tooth-like geometry with five-fold (Ti5c) and six-fold (Ti6c) coordinated titanium atoms and

two-fold (O2c) and three-fold (O3c) coordinated oxygen atoms arranged in a row along the

[010] direction.44,45 Various slab models with different numbers of O-Ti-O trilayers have been

tested in the literature, and computational results (binding energy for adsorbed molecules,

defect formation energy) strongly depend on this choice.25 A six trilayer slab and a 4×1

supercell with a fixed bottom layer has provided a fully reliable balance between computa-

tional efficiency and accuracy.20,25,46 The 4×1 periodicity prevents spurious interactions with

periodic images of the defects or the adsorbed organic molecule in the periodic directions

x and y (z is considered orthogonal to the surface plane, i.e. along the [1 0 1] crystal di-

rection). Surface boundary conditions, where periodic replicas for the atomistic system are

imposed only on the x and y surface directions, have been set for all surface calculations.

The wavelet basis functions were distributed on an adaptive uniform mesh with a resolution

of hgrid := hx = hy = hz = 0.40 Bohr for all calculations. Due to the large sizes of the system,

only the Γ point has been used for the k -space integration in all geometry optimizations.

The energetics have been extracted for the final relaxed structures using a 3×4×1 k-point

Monkhorst-Pack mesh.

VsurfO

VsubO

O2c

O-1

O-2

O-3

O-4

Ti-1

Ti-2

Ti5c

[01̄0]
[101̄]

[101]

Figure 1: Ball and stick model of the 4×1 supercell for the anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface. The
numerical labeling supports the identification of atoms for the surface atomic displacements in
Table 1. Oxygen: red; Titanium: cyan; Surface oxygen vacancy Vsurf

O : green; Subsurface oxygen
vacancy Vsub

O : brown.

In the soft-sphere continuum solvation model33 the interface between the quantum-
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mechanical solute and surrounding environment is described by a fully continuous and differ-

entiable permittivity ε(r), which is a function of the atomic coordinates. ε(r) acquires a value

of 1 where the solute system is placed (and where a quantum mechanical approach is applied)

and that of the bulk dielectric constant of the surrounding solvent outside. The soft-sphere

model improves previous solvation approaches.47 The model features are: accurate forces

and a numerical cost comparable to standard vacuum calculations; feasible extensive PES

explorations; a small number of model parameters; exact treatment of molecular or slab-like

geometries; ability to treat neutral and charged molecules simultaneously in order to tackle

complex interfaces (e.g. a double layer). The interface between the quantum-mechanical

solute and the surrounding environment is described by a fully continuous permittivity built

up with atomic-centered “soft” spheres. This approach combines many of the advantages of

the self-consistent continuum solvation model48 in handling solutes and surfaces in contact

with complex dielectric environments or electrolytes in electronic-structure calculations. In

addition, it is able to describe accurately both neutral and charged systems. The continu-

ous function, describing the variation of the permittivity, allows to compute analytically the

non-electrostatic contributions to the solvation free energy that are described in terms of the

quantum surface. The capability to treat arbitrary molecular or slab-like geometries as well

as charged molecules is key to tackle electrolytes within mixed explicit/implicit frameworks.

Within the soft-sphere model two parameters are sufficient to give a mean absolute error of

only 1.12 kcal/mol with respect to the experimental aqueous solvation energies for a set of

274 neutral solutes.

The implicit solvent has been preferred to the explicit treatment in order to keep the size

of the whole system affordable at a DFT level, without neglecting the solid-liquid interaction.

When solvent effects are considered, one surface is considered to be in contact with the

implicit solvent. When adsorption is investigated, this is the surface where the solvent

molecules are eventually attached. For the opposite (bottom) surface, vacuum conditions

are always used by setting a large radius of the soft-sphere model for bottom atoms. This
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guarantees that bottom atoms are never in contact with the implicit solvent. Water and

ethanol have, respectively, a dielectric constant of 78.36 and 24.85 at T=20◦ C.49 The soft-

sphere model parameters are reported in Ref. [ 33].

2.1 Theoretical assessment of the solid/liquid interface

In order to assess the implicit approach for the solid/liquid interface, we extracted surface

atomic displacements along y = [101̄] and z = [101] directions for the anatase (1 0 1) surface

in contact with water and ethanol. Starting from a cleaved bulk terminated structure of

A101, we optimized the surface in vacuum and in contact with implicit solvents. Nadeem et

al.16 investigated A101 atomic surface displacements by means of experimental surface X-ray

diffraction and DFT calculations, both in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) and after a formation

of a water interface. In their study, DFT data have been computed with explicit water

molecules. As a consequence, such displacement dataset represents a perfect benchmark for

our implicit solvation model.

Table 1 reports all surface atomic displacements for oxygen and titanium atoms of the

outermost trilayer. The atomic numbering is the one from Fig. 1. The numbers increase for

atoms further away from the solid/liquid interface, i.e. towards the TiO2 bulk.

A general agreement of our calculation in vacuum with the experimental SXRD and DFT

data of Ref. [ 16] can be noticed, both for the ∆y and ∆z directions. In vacuum a relaxation

of surface atoms away from the bulk takes place. Surface atomic displacements at vacuum

interface also agree with previous DFT calculations.9,46

Atomic displacements at the A101/water interface described by the implicit solvent are

consistent with SXRD and DFT data reported in Ref. [ 16]. Displacements at aqueous

interface are smaller, and then closer to zero, with respect to the interface with vacuum. The

interface with the implicit solvent yields a ∆z displacement for the oxygen atoms similar to

both experimental SXRD and DFT calculations with explicit water molecules. For the more

external surface sites (O-1, O-2, O-3, and Ti-1) ∆y displacements are similar in magnitude
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Table 1: Surface atomic displacements [Å] away from the bulk terminated structure of A101, where
y = [101̄] and z = [101]. Each single entry represents, respectively: experimental SXRD data (Ref.
[ 16]); DFT data with explicit water molecules (Ref. [ 16]); DFT data from the current work with
the implicit solvent. See Fig. 1 for atomic numbering.

A101/vacuum A101/water A101/ethanol

atom ∆y ∆z ∆y ∆z ∆y ∆z

[SXRDa ;DFTb ;DFTc ] [SXRDa ;DFTb ;DFTc ] [SXRDa ;DFTd ;DFTe ] [SXRDa ;DFTd ;DFTe ] [DFTe ] [DFTe ]

O-1 0.14;0.23;0.24 0.10;0.02;0.046 -0.03;-0.05;0.08 0.03;0.05;0.03 0.18 0.04

O-2 0.13;0.14;0.14 0.14;0.25;0.28 -0.03;-0.04;0.03 0.09;0.17;0.17 0.09 0.24

O-3 0.16;0.11;0.12 0.05;0.06;0.09 -0.04;-0.09;0.03 0.04;0.01;0.01 0.08 0.06

O-4 0.01;0.13;0.13 0.01;-0.02;0.00 0.04;-0.05;0.08 0.01;0.08;0.03 0.11 0.01

Ti-1 0.02;-0.01;-0.005 -0.01;-0.12;-0.09 -0.02;-0.06;-0.09 0.11;0.13;-0.01 -0.04 -0.06

Ti-2 0.11;0.12;0.13 0.16;0.21;0.23 0.02;-0.07;0.03 0.06;0.03;0.14 0.09 0.20

a Experimental SXRD data from Ref. [ 16]); b DFT data from Ref. [ 16]); c DFT data from current
work); d DFT data with explicit water molecules from Ref. [ 16]); e DFT data with implicit solvent from

current work).

but with an opposite sign. Discrepancies can be ascribed to the intrinsic differences between

the explicit and implicit treatment of the solvent. Indeed, with the implicit approach atoms

and/or molecules composing the liquid will be, on average, everywhere around the solvated

system and represent an average of all possible solvent configurations. On the other side, a

single DFT run with explicit water molecules freezes in a particular liquid configuration, and

does not account for the necessary statistical sampling of various structural arrangements.

Our implicit treatment does not fully recover the ∆z relaxation of the five-fold coordinate

titanium atom Ti-1 at the A101 surface, which is present in the experimental SXRD data

or DFT calculations with explicit water. Such movement is attributed to the Ti-1 bonds to

the oxygen atom of H2O or OH. Data of Nadeem et al16 show that 75% of water molecules

are dissociated for a thick layer of water at room temperature. If we add one explicit water

molecule to the Ti-1 surface site we recover a value of 0.074 Å and 0.003 Å for molecular

adsorption in vacuum and implicit solvent, respectively. Once a hydroxyl radical HO binds
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to Ti-1, the latter moves by 0.42 Å and 0.29 Å in vacuum and implicit solvent, respectively.

Considering 75% of dissociated water molecules, we can extrapolate an average value of 0.21

Å Ti-1 z-displacement. Surface atomic displacements for the A101/ethanol interface lie in

between vacuum and water data. This trend properly reflects the relative dielectric constants

of the different medium. The higher the solvent permittivity is, the larger is the variation

with respect to the vacuum conditions.

Ti5c and O2c are the active sites of the A101 surface, where Ti5c can bind to H2O or OH

whilst O2c to a proton on a A101/water interface. Our calculations show a Ti5c-O2c bond

length of 1.84 Å in vacuum and 1.86 Å in contact with implicit water. Ref. [ 50] reports a

Ti5c-O2c bond length of 1.86 Å for a clean surface and 1.88 Å in the presence of explicit H2O

or OH at the Ti5c site. However, such bond length increases up to ∼ 2.0 Å once a hydrogen

atom is bound to the O2c site.16 In the latter case, we recover a value of 1.99 and 2.02 Å at

vacuum and aqueous interface, respectively.

In colclusion, the present results suggest that the implicit approach for the A101/water

interface properly matches all trends extracted from experimental SXRD measurements and

DFT calculations with explicit water molecules.

3 Results and Discussion

In this paragraph we report simulation results for the water and ethanol adsorption on the

perfect and defective A101 surface. After the energetic analysis of surface and subsurface

oxygen vacancy defects lying at the solid/liquid interface, we explore the adsoption of a

single water and ethanol molecule on the wet A101 surface.

3.1 Oxygen vacancy formation energies

Vacancy defects play a fundamental role for the TiO2 surface reactivity. Anatase (1 0 1)

surface shows a reduced room temperature reactivity for the adsorption and dissociation of
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water molecules with respect to the rutile (110) 51. This is thought to be related to the

minor concentration of surface oxygen vacancies at A101 termination with respect to the

rutile (110) surface. We consider two surface defects: an oxygen vacancy at the outermost

O2c surface site belonging to the first trilayer (named surface vacancy or Vsurf
O ); an oxygen

vacancy at the bulk lattice site belonging to the second trilayer (named subsurface vacancy

or Vsub
O ). Both oxygen vacancies are depicted in Fig. 1.

We calculated formation energies of an oxygen vacancy defect as

Eform(VO) = Etot(def)− Etot(no def) +
1

2
µ(O2) (1)

where Etot(def) and Etot(no def) represent the total energy of defective and stoichiometric

anatase A101 surface, respectively. The chemical potential of µ(O2) is taken to be the total

energy of an isolated O2 molecule. All energetics refer to the final relaxed structures in the

proper environment, i.e. vacuum or in the presence of water or ethanol.

For the A101/vacuum interface we extracted a surface energy of 0.50 J/m2, in agreement

with the value of 0.44 J/m2 reported by Lazzeri et al.52 Table 2 reports formation energies

for Vsurf
O and Vsub

O . When A101 forms an interface with vacuum, Eform(Vsub
O ) < Eform(Vsurf

O )

by 0.40 eV. Formation energies are 5.06 eV for Vsurf
O , and 4.66 eV for Vsub

O . As a consequence,

a subsurface vacancy is energetically favorable with respect to surface vacancies at O2c sites.

This result agrees with previous DFT studies using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional

where the formation energy of a subsurface vacancy on anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface was found

to be 0.40 eV lower than at O2c surface sites.19,20,53 A similar result has been reproduced

with a hybrid screened exchange functional, obtaining a difference in stability of 0.30 eV.53

Table 2: Vacancy formation energies Eform(VO) [eV] at the A101 surface.

A101/vacuum A101/water A101/ethanol

Vsurf
O 5.06 3.97 4.59

Vsub
O 4.66 4.59 4.61
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For the A101/water interface the situation is reversed: Eform(Vsurf
O ) < Eform(Vsub

O ) by 0.62

eV. Formation energies are 3.97 eV for Vsurf
O , and 4.59 eV for Vsub

O . Vacancy defects at the

A101/ethanol interface are energetically equivalent, i.e. Eform(Vsurf
O ) ∼ Eform(Vsub

O ), with Vsurf
O

lower than Vsub
O by 26 meV. Formation energies are 4.59 eV for Vsurf

O , and 4.61 eV for Vsub
O .

The behavior of oxygen vacancies at the A101/ethanol interface lies in between vacuum and

water effects. When moving from vacuum to ethanol or water, the trends of the energetics for

surface and subsurface oxygen vacancies are consistent with the increasing dielectric constant

of such medium.

To benchmark the relative stability of surface and subsurface oxygen vacancies in the

presence of a water environment obtained with the implicit solvation approach, we performed

a molecular dynamics simulation of the Anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) interface with explicit water

molecules. We used the same slab model reported in Section 2, i.e. a six trilayers slab of

a 4×1 supercell (288 atoms in total). The slab contains a subsurface oxygen vacancy Vsub
O

at the bulk lattice site belonging to the second trilayer (see Fig. 1). We impose periodic

boundary conditions. Slabs are separated by a space of 10 Å leading to an orthorhombic

supercell of 15.18 × 32.09 × 10.42 Å3. To model the A101/water interface, the empty space

between the two A101 slab surfaces (lower and upper surface) is fully filled with 53 water

molecules, leading to two water/TiO2 interfaces in each unit cell (446 atoms for the whole

A101/water system). Fig. 2a shows a snapshot of the molecular dynamics supercell. The

number of water molecules has been chosen to adjust the effective density of the water layer

to the ambient density of water. Soft norm-conserving pseudo-potentials including non-linear

core corrections along with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional were used to describe the

core electrons and exchange-correlation. The wavelet basis functions were distributed on an

adaptive uniform mesh with a resolution of hgrid := hx = hy = hz = 0.40 Bohr. Due to

the large sizes of the system, only the Γ point has been used for the k -space integration

during the MD trajectory. The molecular dynamics simulations use the Born-Oppenheimer

method and have been carried out using the BigDFT package. The time step for the MD
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simulation was 0.5 fs. NVT conditions were imposed by a Nose-Hoover thermostat with a

target temperature of 330 K. The temperature of 330 K is chosen to avoid the glassy behavior

of PBE liquid water on the 20 ps time scale observed for trajectories at lower temperatures.30

In MD runs, 1-2 ps of equilibration period is followed by 5 ps of production period.

We started two different molecular dynamics runs: in the first run one of the solvent

molecules is placed in the proximity of a Ti5c site, which is second nearest-neighbor of the

Vsub
O (Ti-1 atom of Fig. 1) in order to be molecularly adsorbed on such atom; in the second

run one of the solvent molecules is dissociated and its -OH group binds to the Ti5c site,

which is second nearest-neighbor of the Vsub
O .

On both exposed surfaces (one perfect and one defective), water forms a layered structure

of intact molecules that exhibit orientational order in the first two layers. Water in the first

solvation layer coordinates to surface Ti5c sites, whilst in the second solvation layer it forms

short H-bonds with surface undercoordinated O2c. Short H-bonds are rarely broken during

our MD runs. Such sluggish H-bond networks result in an ice-like dynamics for the first two

solvation layers. Beyond the second solvation layer water molecules do not interact directly

with the oxide surface and behave like bulk water. Results are in agreement with the study

of Calegari Andrade and co-workers18 for the hydrated stoichiometric A101 surface.

During the first MD run, we do not observe any vacancy movement towards the surface

site Vsurf
O , depicted as green ball in Fig. 1. Instead, during the first picoseconds of the second

MD run, the initial subsurface oxygen vacancy (Fig. 2b) moves up towards the first trilayer

(Fig. 2c). The latter represents a metastable intermediate site between Vsub
O and Vsurf

O , named

Vinter
O . Finally the vacancy occupies a Vsurf

O surface site (Fig. 2d). Fig. 2b-2d reports the full

MD dynamics. A movie is also reported in the Supporting Information.

The diffusion dynamics can be explained by the action of the electronegative oxygen atom

of the hydroxyl group, which captures electrons of the Ti5c atom (which is second nearest-

neighbor of Vsub
O ), weakening the Ti5c bond to the underlying oxygen atom (nearest-neighbor

of Vsub
O ). In turn, the latter diffuses at the Vsub

O site, leaving back a surface oxygen vacancy
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Vsurf
O . We cannot exclude that a similar vacancy migration takes place for the first MD run

but at a longer time scale. A similar dynamics is expected for an MD simulation of the A101

interface with explicit ethanol molecules since structure predictions for ethanol adsorption

suggest that subsurface oxygen vacancies are not stable after ethanol dissociation (see the

ethanol adsorption configuration of Fig. 4i with the presence of an oxygen vacancy at an

intermediate site Vinter
O ).

The fact that a subsurface oxygen vacancy moves spontaneously towards a superficial

position during an MD kinetics of a few ps shows that the barrier between the two con-

figurations is very low. Considering the Bell−Evans−Polanyi principle54 which states that

highly exothermic chemical reactions have a low activation energy, molecular dynamics re-

sults with explicit water molecules agree with the implicit description of the solid/liquid

interface, where an energy difference of 0.62 eV between surface and subsurface oxygen va-

cancy configurations is found.

The present results obtained with the implicit solvent, i.e. oxygen vacancies prefer to

lie at surface sites Vsurf
O than subsurface Vsub

O ones, agree with the structure predictions

of single molecule adsorption at the defective A101 surface reported in the next sections.

Subsurface vacancies are destabilised after water or ethanol adsorption in the proximity of

the defect site and start to migrate at surface sites. Further, low energy molecule/surface

configurations both at vacuum and solvent environments are characterized by the presence

of surface vacancies Vsurf
O .

3.2 Water and ethanol adsorption at the A101 surface

In order to get more insight into the interaction of the molecules with the anatase TiO2

(1 0 1) surface, several molecule/surface configurations have been optimized. We considered

both the perfect stoichiometric A101 surface and the defective termination with the presence

of surface/subsurface oxygen vacancies. The A101 active sites for molecule adsorption are

Ti5c and O2c.10,22,26,27,55 Ti5c can bind to the oxygen atom of H2O and the OH radicals as well
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(a)

(b) (d)(c)

Figure 2: (a) Snapshot of the molecular dynamics supercell used to simulate the anatase-water
interface. (b) Initial MD step with the presence of a subsurface oxygen vacancy Vsub

O (brown arrow).
(c) Intermediate MD step where the subsurface oxygen vacancy slightly moves up towards the first
trilayer (magenta arrow), occupying the metastable site Vinter

O . (d) Final MD step where the vacancy
occupies a Vsurf

O surface site (green arrow).
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as to CH3CH2OH and CH3CH2O groups. O2c binds to the protons generated by dissociative

adsorptions.

In order to quantify the interaction between the molecule and the substrate, we computed

the molecule binding energy ∆Eb, defined as the difference of the total energy of the system

(molecule + surface) and their energies in isolated conditions. The reference systems to

compute adsorption energies in vacuum are a slab, an isolated molecule and a slab with an

adsorbed molecule (both molecular and dissociative adsorption) in vacuum. The reference

systems to compute adsorption energies in a solvent are a slab in contact with the implicit

solvent, a molecule immersed in implicit solvent and a slab/liquid interface (liquid described

by the implicit model) with an adsorbed molecule. Negative binding energy means that the

adsorption is exothermic. All energies have been extracted after relaxation. We consider

both molecular and dissociative adsorption. The dissociation of a water molecule produces

a proton H+ and hydroxyl radical HO−. The most favorable dissociation pathway of ethanol

CH3CH2OH on the A101 termination is the O−H bond cleavage, followed by ethoxide and

proton production.27,56

3.2.1 Perfect surface

Table 3 reports the binding energy for the water and ethanol molecules at the stoichiometric

A101 surface. We consider molecular and dissociative adsorption both at the vacuum and at

the solid/liquid interface. We explored the stability of the various configurations where water

and ethanol molecules bind to an active Ti5c surface site, and the protons of a dissociated

molecule at the O2c bridge sites.

Fig. 3 shows adsorption configurations on the non-defected A101 surface for water (a

and c) and ethanol (b and d). Molecules adsorb with the same configuration both at the

A101/vacuum and at the A101/solvent interface. At the A101/vacuum interface, molecular

adsorption is favoured with respect to a dissociative process. The binding energy for a water

molecule is −0.70 eV for the molecular adsorption (Fig. 3a), and −0.32 eV for the dissociative
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case (Fig. 3c). For ethanol, molecular (Fig. 3b) and dissociative (Fig. 3d) processes give a

binding energy of −0.72 eV and −0.40 eV, respectively. Dissociative adsoption for water is

characterized by a hydroxyl OH bound to Ti5c (terminal hydroxyl OHt) and an hydrogen H

bound to the nearest-neighbor O2c bridge (bridging OHb). In paralell, dissociative adsoption

for ethanol leads to a ethoxide OCH2CH3 group bound to Ti5c (terminal ethoxide EtOTi)

and a bridging OHb.

Table 3: Binding energies [eV] of water and ethanol molecules on the perfect A101 surface in
contact with vacuum and wet environments.

A101 surface molecule adsoption mode ∆Eb

A101/vacuum A101/solvent

perfect H2O molecular -0.70 0.004

H2O dissociative -0.32 0.29

CH3CH2OH molecular -0.72 -0.34

CH3CH2OH dissociative -0.40 -0.08

The energetics for water adsoption at A101/vacuum interface agree with previous exper-

imental and computational results. Water was found to adsorb non-dissociatively on the

anatase (1 0 1) surface,10,24,50,57 with the oxygen atom of H2O bound to the Ti5c site and its

H atoms forming hydrogen bonds with the two neighboring O2c (see Fig. 3a). The reported

adsorption energy of H2O is −0.73 eV.10 Our data also agree with structures and energetics

reported by Vittadini et al. concerning molecular (−0.74 eV) and dissociative (−0.30 eV)

adsorption of water at A101/vacuum interface,50 as well as with temperature-programmed

desorption spectra, which show a broad water desorption peak centered at ∼ 250 K.24

Concerning ethanol adsorption, our results agree with previous DFT calculations27,56

with close molecular (EtOHTi) and dissociative adsorption energies at A101 surface in vac-

uum. Katsiev et al. report that molecular adsorption (−1.11 eV) is energetically favoured
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

Figure 3: Global minima of molecular (a and b) and dissociative (c and d) adsorption of water (a
and c) and ethanol (b and d) on the perfect anatase Ti2 (1 0 1) surface. Oxygen: red; Titanium:
cyan; Hydrogen: white; Carbon: brown.
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with respect to a dissociative (−0.93 eV) process, with a difference in binding energy of 0.18

eV.27 The close energetics between molecular and dissociative adsorption is in agreement

with scanning tunneling microscopy measurements of A101 surface exposed to ethanol in

ultrahigh-vacuum27 conditions. CH3CH2OH as well as CH3CH2O concurrently adsorb at

Ti5c surface sites, showing different STM apparent heights of 2.4 and 1.7 Å, respectively.

Similar results have been found by means of STM measurements and DFT calculations for

ethanol adsorption on the rutile TiO2 (110) surface.26 The molecular and dissociative ad-

sorption energies on Ti5c sites of rutile (110) are, respectively, −0.72 eV and −0.60 eV.26

Temperature-programmed desorption analysis revealed a similar prevalent molecular adsorp-

tion for methanol at the A101 surface in vacuum.24,58 The experimental evidence of ethanol

diffusion at the A101 surface27 or at rutile TiO2 (110) surface26 also support the presence of

molecular adsorption at UHV conditions.

At the A101/solvent interface the scenario is unchanged for ethanol, where the solvent

slightly weakens the surface/molecule binding both in the molecular and the dissociative

adsorption. We recover binding energies of −0.34 eV and −0.08 eV, respectively. Conversely,

the molecular binding energy of H2O at the A101/water is almost zero. Considering eventual

computational errors (DFT and solvation model parameters, integration grid), results for

water adsorption suggest that if molecular binding is present, at equilibrium it should be

weak. As a consequence H2O molecules are expected to continuously adsorb/desorb on the

A101/water interface.

3.2.2 Defective surface

In this section we focus on a defective nonstoichiometric A101 surface with oxygen vacancies

on surface Vsurf
O and subsurface Vsub

O sites. We explore the configurational space of a single

solvent molecule adsorbed at various surface sites in the proximity of vacancy defects. We

apply the minima hopping method for the structure predictions, both at A101/vacuum and

A101/solvent interfaces, where in the last case we coupled the MH with the soft-sphere
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model. In order to reduce the computational load, we modeled the defective A101 slab with

a three O−Ti−O trilayer during the MH runs. Then local minima of the molecule/surface

structure have been re-optimized with the same setup of Sec. 2 with a six trilayer slab

model. We applied MH starting from various molecule/surface configurations, with the

molecule adsorbed at different defective surface sites both in the molecular and dissociative

form, considering both Vsurf
O and Vsub

O at the A101 surface.

Table 4 reports various low energy molecule/surface configurations found by the minima

hopping structure prediction algorithm (molecule = H2O, CH3CH2OH) in energetic order

starting from the global minimum (GM), i.e. the lowest energy structure found by MH for

a given interface (A101/vacuum and A101/solvent). For each particular case (for example

H2O at A101/vacuum, molecular and Vsub
O ) similar structures but higher in energy have been

found by the MH method, which differ in the rotation of the molecule or in the adsorption

site. In this case we report in Table 4 only the lowest energy configuration. Fig. 4 shows all

low energy structures. Colored arrows indicate the position of the surface oxygen vacancy

Vsurf
O (green) and the subsurface oxygen vacancy Vsub

O (brown). The Ti3+ distribution with

the lowest energy for the surface and subsurface vacancy agrees with results of Martínez-

Casado and co-workers.59 Structures reported in Fig. 4 correspond to various adsorption

configurations of water (a-f, a is the global minimum GM) and ethanol (g-l, g is the global

minimum). Energy levels ∆E [eV] with respect to the global minimum GM are reported

(see Table 4 for ∆E values). Although structures can be metastable (local minima) both

in vacuum and in wet conditions, their order can change especially for solvents with high

dielectric constant like water. For this reason, in the following, we refer to structures of Fig.

4 to describe also gas-phase configurations.

At the A101/vacuum interface, H2O dissociates with a binding energy of −1.83 eV (see

Fig. 4a). The oxygen atom of the hydroxyl OH fills the outermost Vsurf
O site, and H binds

to an O2c surface bridge. This configuration forms two bridging hydroxyl groups OHb. It

represents also the H2O GM at the A101/solvent interface. Dissociation at Vsurf
O sites, with
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Figure 4: Low energy structures found by the minima hopping structure prediction algorithm for
various adsorption configurations of water (a-f, a is the global minimum) and ethanol (g-l, g is the
global minimum) at the A101 defective surface in contact with a wet environment. Energy levels
∆E [eV] with respect to the global minimum GM are reported (see Table 4 for ∆E values). Oxygen:
red; Titanium: cyan; Hydrogen: white; Carbon: brown. Colored arrows indicate the position of the
surface oxygen vacancy Vsurf

O (green) and the subsurface oxygen vacancy Vsub
O (brown).
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Table 4: Low energy structures found by the minima hopping structure prediction algorithm for
various adsorption configurations of water and ethanol at the A101 defective surface in contact with
vacuum and wet environments. Energy for the case where the molecule is away (m.a.) from the
surface is included. Each column reports: Energy difference ∆E [eV] with respect to the global
minimum GM; molecular (mol) or dissociate (dis) state; vacancy defect type; binding energy ∆Eb
[eV].

H2O CH3CH2OH

A101/vacuum A101/solvent A101/vacuum A101/solvent

GM dis fill Vsurf
O -1.83 GM dis fill Vsurf

O -0.25 GM dis fill Vsurf
O -1.87 GM dis fill Vsurf

O -1.08

0.18 dis Vsurf
O -1.67 0.22 mol Vsurf

O -0.033 0.15 dis Vsurf
O -1.75 0.15 dis Vsurf

O -0.94

0.36 dis Vinter
O -1.48 0.24 m.a. Vsurf

O 0.00 0.24 dis Vinter
O -1.25 0.32 dis Vinter

O -0.80

0.59 mol Vsub
O -0.85 0.26 dis Vsurf

O 0.008 0.59 mol Vsurf
O -1.30 0.48 mol Vsurf

O -0.61

0.61 mol Vsurf
O -1.24 0.74 mol Vsub

O -0.13 0.64 mol Vsub
O -0.84 0.68 mol Vsub

O -0.44

1.08 dis Vsub
O -0.36 0.80 dis Vsub

O -0.08 1.49 m.a. Vsurf
O 0.00 1.09 m.a. Vsurf

O 0.00

the oxygen atom of the hydroxyl OH binding only to the four-fold coordinate Ti nearest-

neighbor of the oxygen vacancy (forming a terminal hydroxyl OHt) and the H binding to

the nearest-neighbor O2c (bridging OHb), is 0.18 eV higher in energy with respect to the

previous GM (Fig. 4d). This configuration represents a local minimum, i.e. a crossing point

before falling to the GM after diffusion of the hydrogen from OHb.

If H2O dissociates at a Ti5c site, which is second nearest-neighbor of a Vsub
O (Ti-1 atom

of Fig. 1), the subsurface oxygen vacancy slightly moves up towards the first trilayer in the

metastable configuration named Vinter
O . The same intermediate configuration has been also

found during the molecular dynamics trajectory of the A101 interface with explicit water (see

the MD snapshot of Fig. 2c). This configuration is 0.36 eV higher with respect to the GM.

This suggests that subsurface oxygen vacancies are not stable after water dissociation. The

molecular adsorption at a Ti5c site (Fig. 4e), which is second nearest-neighbour of Vsub
O ,

and at Ti4c in the proximity of Vsurf
O (Fig. 4b) is, respectively, 0.59 and 0.61 eV higher in

energy with respect to the GM. The Ti5c sites in the proximity of an oxygen vacancy are not

equivalent. MH correctly found the Ti5c adsorption site for the molecular adsorption which
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results in the lowest energy molecule/surface configuration: for Vsub
O it is represented by the

second nearest neighboring Ti5c site (Ti-1 atom of Fig. 1), whilst for Vsurf
O it is the four-fold

Ti4c surface site. These preferential adsorption sites agree with previous investigations.55,60

Dissociation of H2O at Vsub
O with hydrogen on the nearest-neighbour O3c is 1.08 eV higher

in energy with respect to the GM (Fig. 4f). Considering the periodic boundary conditions

on the surface plane xy, the distance between the oxygen atom of the OH group and H of

Fig. 4f is 2.46 Å.

The order of low energy structures found by MH and their binding energies agrees with

DFT and ab initio molecular dynamics calculations of Tilocca et. al .60 They reported

values of −1.85 eV, −1.49 eV, and −1.48 eV for the GM (dissociative adsorption with two

OHb, Fig. 4a), the subsequent dissociative adsorption with one OHt and one OHb (Fig.

4d), and the molecular adsorption at Vsurf
O (Fig. 4b), respectively. Considering that Vsub

O

is energetically favoured at the A101/vacuum interface, H2O first molecularly binds to the

anatase (1 0 1) surface in the proximity of Vsub
O , and then dissociates, falling to its GM

after crossing an energy barrier between the molecular and dissociated states.60 When a

Vsurf
O is present, dissociative adsorption takes place. The opposite holds for Vsub

O which

favors molecular bonds. Combined STM and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis in

UHV for defective nonstoichiometric A101 surface shows that molecular H2O preferentially

adsorbs close to subsurface oxygen vacancy defects.55 Our structure predictions agree with

this scenario since molecular adsorption on Vsub
O is energetically favourable with respect to

a dissociative interaction. Our results also agree with previous DFT calulations25 which

employ a converged number of O−Ti−O layers, i.e. six trilayers, where H2O molecular

adsorption on Vsub
O is 0.12 eV lower in energy with respect to molecular adsorption on Vsurf

O .

The scenario is totally modified for H2O at the A101/solvent interface, where the solvent

is water. The GM is the same of the A101/vacuum interface (Fig. 4a), but its binding energy

drops to −0.25 eV. The second lowest configuration in energy (0.22 eV from the GM) comes

from the molecular binding of H2O at Vsurf
O (Fig. 4b). Its binding energy drops from a
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value of −1.24 eV in vacuum at −0.033 eV at the solid/liquid interface. The third lowest

configuration in energy (0.24 eV from GM, Fig. 4c) is represented by the H2O far away from

the A101 surface plunged in the bulk water, i.e. water leaves the surface. This suggests that

water weakly interacts with the wet A101 defective surface, as already found for the perfect

wet surface. However in presence of oxygen vacancy defects, water can adsorb although

its binding energy is really small compared to the values in vacuum for the defective A101.

Structures near the GM arise from H2O dissociation at Vsurf
O (Fig. 4d), and subsequently

molecular adsorption at Ti4c sites, which are nearest-neighbosr of oxygen at vacancy defects

(Fig. 4e). A binding energy of −0.13 eV is found for the molecular adsorption at a surface

Ti5c, which is second nearest-neighbour of Vsub
O (Fig. 4f). At the A101/water interface with

the presence of a surface oxygen vacancy Vsurf
O , molecular and dissociative adsorption of

H2O is almost isoenergetics. All binding energies are negative but less than 0.25 eV in

absolute value. Adsorption is thus more likely to occur on the defective than on the perfect

A101 interface with water. Considering that surface vacancies Vsurf
O are more stable than at

subsurface vacancies, surface defects play a central role on water adsorption.

CH3CH2OH shows dynamics similar to H2O at the A101/vacuum interface. For both

vacuum and wet interfaces, the global minimum is represented by a dissociated ethanol

molecule, with the oxygen atom of the CH3CH2O ethoxide filling the Vsurf
O surface site (EtOb),

and H binding to an O2c site, giving OHb (see Fig. 4g). Its binding energy is −1.87 eV at the

A101/vacuum and−1.08 eV at the A101/solvent interface (the solvent is now ethanol described

by the soft-sphere model). Differently from water, at the A101/solvent interface ethanol is still

strongly adsorbed. The dielectric constant of ethanol is 24.85, lying in between the vacuum

unity and the value of 78.36 for water. At the A101/vacuum interface, the CH3CH2OH

dissociative adsorption at Ti4c sites which is nearest-neighbours of Vsurf
O (Fig. 4h) and Ti5c

which is second nearest-neighbours of Vsub
O (Fig. 4i) is, respectively, 0.15 and 0.24 eV higher

in energy with respect to the GM. The second lowest energy structure represents a local

minimum, crossing point before falling to the GM. The third configuration appears when
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ethanol dissociates to Ti5c sites second nearest-neighbors of a Vsub
O (Ti-1 atom of Fig. 1), and

the subsurface oxygen vacancy slightly moves up on the first trilayer (Vinter
O , see subsurface

oxygen movement at Fig. 4i). This suggests that the subsurface oxygen vacancies, as found

for the dissociative adsorption of water, are not stable after ethanol dissociation. This local

minimum is characterized by one OHb, and the ethoxide adsorbed on top of a Ti5c site

(EtOTi). Afterwards, CH3CH2OH molecular adsorption at Vsurf
O (Fig. 4j) and Vsub

O (Fig.

4k) is, respectively, 0.59 and 0.64 eV higher in energy with respect to the GM. The energy

of an ethanol molecule far away from the A101 surface, i.e. when it leaves the surface, is

1.49 eV higher with the respect to the GM (Fig. 4l). Hansen et al. explored all adsorption

mechanisms of ethanol on a rutile TiO2 (110) surface,26 including their interaction with

oxygen vacancies. Although they are different polymorphs, our adsorption configurations

at the A101/vacuum interface agree with their STM measurements where ethanol adsorbs

both molecularly and dissociatively. The STM movie they reported shows that molecularly

adsorbed EtOHTi diffuses along the [010] Ti trough (structure of Fig. 3b). Once it approaches

a Vsurf
O , it dissociates and falls in the GM represented by EtOb and OHb (Fig. 4g). The

molecular adsorption at Vsurf
O is 0.59 eV higher in energy with respect to the dissociative

GM, where Hansen et al. reported a value of 0.55 eV at the rutile TiO2 (110) surface.26

At the A101/solvent interface, ethanol dissociation at Ti4c sites nearest-neighbours of Vsurf
O

(see Fig. 4h) and Vsub
O (see Fig. 4i) are 0.15 and 0.32 eV higher in energy with respect to the

GM, and energetically more stable than molecular adsorption both at Vsurf
O (0.48 eV from

GM, Fig. 4j) and at Vsub
O (0.68 eV from GM, Fig. 4k). At the solid/liquid interface ethanol

binding energies are lower than at the A101/vacuum interface, pointing out that the wet

embedding weakens the interaction between solvent molecules and the anatase TiO2 (1 0 1)

surface. However binding energies for various configurations are still negative, suggesting

exothermic reactions where ethanol tends to passivate surface defects. The energy of an

ethanol molecule far away from the A101 surface, i.e. plunged in bulk ethanol, is 1.09 eV

higher with the respect to the GM (Fig. 4l).
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In conclusion, water weakly interacts at the A101/water interface, also in the presence

of oxygen vacancy defects. It can adsorb or dissociatively passivate Vsurf
O . The three-

dimensional hydrogen-bond network of water destabilizes such configurations, making bind-

ing energies small. A water molecule can form up to four hydrogen bonds with neighboring

molecules since there are exactly the right numbers of positively-charged hydrogens and oxy-

gen lone pairs so that every one of them can be involved in hydrogen bonding.61 However,

ethanol has a hydrogen atom attached directly to an oxygen, and the latter still has two lone

pairs as in a water molecule. Hydrogen bonding can occur between ethanol molecules, al-

though not as effectively as in water. The hydrogen bonding is limited by the fact that there

is only one hydrogen in each ethanol molecule with sufficient positive charge. The differences

in hydrogen bonding rationalizes the higher boiling point of water with respect to ethanol.

At the A101/water interface with the presence of a surface oxygen vacancy Vsurf
O , molecular

and dissociative adsorption of H2O is almost isoenergetics. Vacancy defects are expected to

coexist with molecular H2O. Hence, a water environment strongly destabilizes the first water

layer and the underlying defect concentration. On the contrary, ethanol strongly adsorbs at

the A101 surface both in vacuum and in wet environments, fully passivating oxygen vacancies

Vsurf
O at O2c bridges. Dissociative adsorption of ethanol is favorite with respect to molecular

binding when a surface oxygen vacancy is present. Subsurface vacancies are destabilised after

the dissociative adsorption of a water or ethanol molecule in the proximity of the defect site

and start to migrate at surface sites. A further analysis of surface defects and their effects to

photocatalytic properties can support our findings. The presence/absence of surface oxygen

vacancies can be related to intragap shallow and deep electron/hole traps.

3.3 Infrared and photoluminescence analysis

To shed light on the interface of water and ethanol with the anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface,

we analyzed anatase TiO2 nanoparticles by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, using

a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 1000 spectrometer, and by photoluminescence spectroscopy, using
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a Horiba Fluorolog Spectrofluorometer. Titania colloids were prepared by dispersing 3 mg

of anatase Titania (Sigma Aldrich, < 100 nm) in 10 ml of water or ethanol followed by

ultrasound treatment for 15 minutes.

The anatase nanocrystals mainly expose two low index surfaces, i.e. (0 0 1) and (1 0 1),

with the latter being the most stable. The (1 0 1) termination occupies more than 94 % of

the nanoparticle surface area.9 The relative energetics of the two surfaces induces a final

polyhedric shape. We verified this polyhedric morphology of the titania nanoparticles by

means of SEM after deposition on a Si substrate. The eventual co-presence of less stable

minority surfaces, like the (0 0 1) one, should not alter our experimental analysis since they

are strongly reactive and, due to a fast passivation, they should not influence the scenario

here discussed.

In order to discriminate between the contribution of “free” solvent molecules and chemi-

or physi-sorbed molecules on titania, we have dropped the solution on a silicon substrate

and acquired a spectrum in air after drying the solution.. Fig. 5 reports the FT-IR spectra

of titania nanoparticles deposited on silicon substrate after being dispersed in deionized

water or ethanol (blue and red curves, respectively). Absolute quantitative comparisons

between the signals observed in the two samples are not possible, since the amount of titania

deposited on the silicon substrates is not comparable for the two samples (i.e. ethanol and

water). However, we can extract information about the interaction between the different

solvents and the titania surface.

The transmittance bands in the region 400−1000 cm−1 are attributed to Ti−O and/or

Ti−O−Ti bonds.62 The broad band in the wavenumber region of 3000−3650 cm−1 and the

peak at 1633 cm−1 are ascribed to OH stretching and OH bending, respectively.63 For the

sample dispersed in ethanol and deposited on silicon substrate (red curve), we observe two

evident signals at 2845 and 2923 cm−1 related to CH stretching,63,64 while OH related features

seem to be not relevant. For comparison, we can consider the FT-IR spectrum of TiO2

nanoparticles in ethanol solvent (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information), where, beside
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the CH stretching mode, additional features are observed: CO stretching peaks between

1000−1200 cm−1,63,64 peaks at 1431, 1451, 1637, 1648 and 1655 cm−1 assigned to CO and

OH bending of the ethoxy species,63,64 OH stretching at 3000−3650 cm−1.63,64 We can deduce

that ethanol still remains adsorbed on the titania surface after deposition on the substrate,

as evidenced by the presence of CH signals. The vibrations related to OH and CO bonds are

negligible in comparison with the spectrum acquired in ethanol and this suggests a strong

interaction of ethanol on the titania surface by the oxygen atom, giving rise to a dissociation

of ethanol molecules that remain bound to surface oxygen vacancies. In this way the TiO2

surface is passivated by the dissociated ethanol molecules that hinder the water vapour

adsorption from the surrounding air environment in atmospheric conditions, as indicated by

the lack of OH stretching and OH bending bands. These results are in agreement with our

theoretical calculations, which report a binding energy of about 1 eV for dissociated ethanol

adsorbed on a surface oxygen vacancy (see Table 4 and Fig. 4).

For titania nanoparticles deposited on silicon substrate after being dispersed in deionized

water the signals related to OH stretching and bending indicate the presence of H2O or OH

adsorbed on the titania surface. It has to be noticed that due to the hydrophilicity of TiO2,

the H2O and OH related features are observed also when untreated TiO2 is exposed to air

(not shown), while after ethanol passivation H2O and OH related signals are not observed.

These results agree with our DFT results for water adsorption at the A101/vacuum interface,

where water molecularly adsorbs at the ideal surface (see Table 3 and Fig. 3). When surface

oxygen vacancies are present, water dissociates healing such surface defects.

The strong interaction in ethanol (which does not take place in water) as well as its power

to passivate surface oxygen vacancies is ultimately demonstrated by our PL measurements

in wet conditions.

Photoluminescence emission spectra are effective in tracking the behaviour of light-excited

electrons and holes in semiconductors since PL emission is precisely the consequence of the

recombination of free and trapped carriers.65–72 The spatial and energetic distribution of
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Figure 5: Fourier transform infrared spectra of titania nanoparticles deposited on silicon substrate
after being dispersed in deionized water (blue curve) or ethanol (red curve).

intra-band states affects the performance of a photocatalyst by limiting recombination and

carrier transport.68 In particular, shallow levels can favour the activation of electrons in

the conduction band, their diffusion on the surface, as well as a longer e−h recombination

time, thus resulting in the case of photocatalysts like titania in an improvement of the

photocatalytic activity. The contacting solvent can affect PL spectra influencing the carrier

transport, by scavenging electrons or holes, by passivating surface defects which ultimately

induce intragap trap states.68

Upon excitation with photon energies larger than the titania band gap, holes and electrons

are formed on a time scale of the order of femtoseconds. Once produced, the charge carriers

can be trapped into shallow and deep traps followed by their recombination. Earlier studies

suggested that the anatase PL originates from radiative recombination of self-trapped exci-

ton.73 However recent independent investigations correlate plotoluminescence spectra with

radiative recombination processes involving surface and trap states.21,68,74 In particular, they

suggest that the anatase PL spectra can be resolved in two physically distinct contributions,

associated to two intraband gap traps: radiative recombination of conduction band and

shallow trapped electrons with trapped holes (Type 1 or green PL, λ ≈ 510−530 nm - see

schematic of Fig. 6, named G-PL) and radiative recombination of electrons in deep trap

states with holes in the valence band (Type 2 or red PL, λ ≈ 650 nm, named R-PL):21,68,74
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e−CB + h+tr −→ hνgreen (type 1 or green PL) (2)

h+VB + e−tr −→ hνred (type 2 or red PL). (3)

Concerning the nature of such intraband traps, electrons localize in the interior of nanopar-

ticles forming (Ti3+)latt
67 or undercoordinated surface titanium atoms21 (electron traps),

while holes localize on surface oxygen vacancies21,59,74 (hole traps).

A wet environment is expected to strongly influence photoluminescence spectra, since

the surface of the fully solvated nanoparticles will interact with solvent molecules, with a

finite probability of charges transfer. Unsaturated titanium atoms are adsorption sites for

H2O or CH3CH2OH (and their respective dissociation products, i.e. hydroxyl or ethoxide

groups) through Ti−O bonding, while undercoordinated oxygen atoms form hydrogen bonds

(O−H bonds) with the water hydrogens.70 As a consequence, the red emission is quenched

in both samples immersed in water or ethanol. Oxygen vacancies can induce water and

ethanol dissociation, with the hydroxyl or ethoxide group filling the surface vacancy site. The

schematic of Fig. 6 shows the electron photoexcitation from the valence to the conduction

band, and the subsequent radiative recombination with a hole intragap trap (type 1 green

PL). The intensity of this emission increases with increasing density of trap states and

diminishes with increasing efficiency of carrier transport.

Fig. 6 reports photoluminescence spectra of anatase nanoparticles dispersed in water

(blue curve) and ethanol (red curve), obtained with an excitation wavelength of 325 nm

(3.81 eV) and using a 370 nm edge filter. The PL peak at about 400−420 nm is present

both in water and ethanol, even if a wavelength shift is observed. As reported in previous

studies, this peak is assigned to bulk self-trapped exciton, consistent with the contribution

of TiO6 octahedra of anatase crystal structure.68

Our theoretical calculations reported in Table 3 and 4 predict weak molecular or disso-
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ciative bonds of H2O and OH to Ti5c at the A101/water interface, and stronger interactions

for molecular or dissociative ethanol. In both cases, the first solvation shell is predicted to

complete the six-fold coordination of surface titanium atoms. The type 1 G-PL is present

for anatase TiO2 nanoparticles dispersed in water (λ ≈ 534 nm) and quenched when they

are in ethanol solvent. This emission is associated with hole deep trap states due to surface

oxygen vacancies.21,59,74 Considering the formation energies of Table 2, water favours oxygen

vacancy defects at surface sites. The latter weakly interact with water molecules, and they

are only partially healed. Table 4 reports the GM and low-lying metastable structures of

H2O at the A101/water interface. At the A101/water interface with the presence of a surface

oxygen vacancy Vsurf
O , molecular and dissociative adsorption of H2O is almost isoenergetics.

Water weakly interacts with the A101 defective surface with binding energies less than 0.25

eV. Such small interaction suggests that at equilibrium surface vacancies Vsurf
O co-exist with

healed vacancy defects. As a consequence, they can introduce depth hole intragap traps, as

evinced by PL spectroscopy in wet conditions.

On the contrary, ethanol strongly interacts at A101/ethanol interface. Binding energies

of GM and low energy configurations of Table 4 are on the order of 1.00 eV. After its

dissociation, ethanol fully passivates surface oxygen vacancies in wet conditions. Depth hole

trap states are healed and its corresponding PL signal is quenched. As a consequence, the

PL spectra are fully consistent with our DFT structure prediction calculations both in water

and ethanol.

Mercado and co-workers investigated the location of hole and electron traps on specific

facets of anatase nanocrystals.21 They reported PL measurements of sintered and unsintered

films of TiO2 nanoparticles (which expose predominantly (1 0 1) surfaces), nanosheets (ex-

posing predominantly (0 0 1) surfaces) and nanotubes (with (110) and (100) facets). Pallotti

and co-workers investigated PL and excitation-resolved PL of nano-structured and quasi-

onedimensional TiO2 films deposited on silicon substrates by pulsed laser deposition(PLD).74

Our results fully agree with their PL assignments of green hole trap emission (0.7-1.4 eV
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above the valence band) to oxygen vacancies on (1 0 1) surfaces.

The enhancement of the green emission of anatase on vacuum annealing also suggests

that this PL is associated with oxygen vacancies,75 supporting our picture where ethanol

fully passivates surface vacancy defects on (1 0 1) surfaces, quenching the green PL signal.

h+
tr

~ 534 nm

Conduction band

Valence band

Figure 6: Photoluminescence spectra of anatase nanoparticles dispersed in water (blue curve) and
ethanol (red curve), obtained with an excitation wavelength of 325 nm. The schematic reports the
electron photoexcitation from the valence to the conduction band, and the subsequent radiative
recombination with a hole intragap trap (type 1, green PL).

4 Conclusions

We investigated the interface of anatase TiO2 (1 0 1) surface with water and ethanol solvents.

Methodology. We showed that the inclusion of the wet environment in the methodological

scheme is fundamental for a proper exploration of the potential energy surfaces of wet systems

and solid/liquid interfaces. The structural stability as well as the energetic order of local

minima are strongly dependent on the surrounding solvent. The calculations utilized minima

hopping structure predictions at a density functional theory level for single molecules on

the TiO2 (1 0 1) surface under vacuum and wet conditions. The latter were modelled by

means of a soft-sphere implicit solvation model. We validated the computational paradigm

reproducing surface atomic displacements extracted from previous experimental surface X-
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ray diffraction measurements and DFT calculations with explicit solvent molecules.

Water and ethanol adsorption. We computed the formation energy of oxygen vacancy

defects lying at surface sites in contact with water and ethanol. We found that the wet envi-

ronment at the solid/liquid interface modifies the relative stability of surface and subsurface

oxygen vacancies with respect to the interface with vacuum. Subsurface oxygen vacancies are

more stable than surface ones at the vacuum interface. Surface and subsurface vacancy sites

are almost isoenergetic at the A101/ethanol interface, whilst surface oxygen vacancies are

energetically favorable than subsurface ones at the A101/water interface. Vacancy energetics

is confirmed by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with explicit water molecules. A

subsurface oxygen vacancy moves spontaneously towards a superficial position during MD

kinetics of a few ps, showing that the barrier between the two configurations is very low. Va-

cancy energetics is also in agreement with structure predictions at the solid/liquid interface

for the molecular adsorption. The dissociative adsorption of water and ethanol molecules in

the proximity of a subsurface vacancy destabilizes the latter and promotes its diffusion to

surface sites. In the proximity of a surface vacancy, dissociative adsorption is favorite with

respect to molecular one for ethanol whilst it is almost isoenergetic for a water molecule.

Water molecules only weakly interact with the wet A101 termination, and surface oxygen va-

cancy defects coexist with adsorbed molecules. Ethanol molecules strongly passivate surface

oxygen vacancies.

The predicted structures correctly rationalize the experimental infrared and photolu-

miscence measurements of anatase nanoparticles exposing predominantly (1 0 1) surfaces

dispersed in water and ethanol solvents. We report transmittance bands of Fourier trans-

form infrared spectra of titania nanoparticles deposited on a silicon substrate, after being

dispersed in deionized water or ethanol. IR spectra agrees with our DFT results for water ad-

sorption at the A101/vacuum interface, where water molecularly adsorbs at the ideal surface.

On the other side, at the solid/liquid interfaces ethanol dissociates and strongly adsorbs at

surface vacancy sites. Photoluminescence spectra revealed that the type 2 red PL emission
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is quenched both in water and ethanol. Being related to deep electron traps induced by un-

dercoordinated surface titanium atoms, it agrees with the molecular adsorption mechanism

found by the structure predictions. Both water and ethanol adsorb at undercoordinated sur-

face titanium atoms forming O−Ti bonds. The type 1 green PL is present for anatase TiO2

nanoparticles dispersed in water (λ ≈ 534 nm) and quenched when they are in the ethanol

solvent. Green PL is associated with the radiative recombination of conduction band and

shallow trapped electrons with trapped holes, located at surface oxygen vacancies. This

result agrees with our simulations where water weakly binds to the A101 defective surface

with DFT binding energies less than 0.25 eV. Such small interaction suggests that at equilib-

rium surface vacancies Vsurf
O co-exist with healed vacancy defects. On the contrary, ethanol

strongly interacts at the A101/ethanol interface. DFT binding energies of GM and low energy

configurations are on the order of 1 eV. After its dissociation, ethanol fully passivates surface

oxygen vacancies in wet conditions. Depth hole trap states are healed and their correspond-

ing PL signal is quenched. The match of structure predictions with implicit solvation and

experimental IR and PL measurements, validate the whole computational approach.
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